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In this groundbreaking book, Dave and Ashley Willis (founders of StrongerMarriages.com) unpack timeless Biblical

principles, powerful true stories from married couples, cutting-edge research and findings from their own

interactions with thousands of couples to reveal the keys to a marriage with true intimacy, passionate sex and

lifelong love. "The Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage" reveals: *How to develop more intimacy inside and outside

the bedroom. *Candid answers to the most common questions about sex. *The Master Plan for passionate sex from

the One who actually created sex. *A guide to overcoming some of the most common forms of relationship hurdles

and causes of sexual frustration. *How to build and sustain a passionate partnership with your spouse through every

season of your life together. *Practical tools to bring more intimacy and fulfillment to your marriage. This book will

have an instant impact in your relationship! Here's what others are saying about "The Naked Truth about Sex and

Marriage" “If you want a better sex life and a stronger marriage, then read this book! It will make an instant impact.” -

Brent Evans President of MarriageToday “The Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage is a book every couple should

read, but only if they want a BETTER sex life! Dave and Ashley take on the topic of sexual intimacy in a fresh way I

haven’t seen before. Every chapter is filled with practical insights for the Christian married couple who wants more

for their sexual relationship.” -Michael Smalley, Ph.D. CEO of The Smalley Institute "Dave and Ashley have done the

hard work for our benefit—tackling murky, difficult questions with a clarity of thought and a conviction of spirit.

Every couple can benefit from a richer, deeper, more biblical understanding of sex in their marriage, and this book

heartily offers exactly that!" -Ryan and Selena Frederick Authors of Fierce Marriage and Founders of

FierceMarriage.com "Dave and Ashley Willis are so honest and transparent in their writings. I absorb so much from

their work and will apply their teachings to my marriage, always." - Brandi Rhodes Professional wrestler, actress and

lifestyle blogger “I’ve called Dave and Ashley Willis the ‘Marriage Whisperers’ and for good reason — their practical,
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helpful tips make successful marriage less mysterious and more accessible to all, no matter where your marriage is

on the happy scale.” -Nancy French New York Times Bestselling Author “Dave and Ashley Willis communicate in

The Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage the powerful insights behind what the scripture say illuminate the path to

marital intimacy. This book is truly a treasure!” -Rashawn Copeland Pastor and Author “In our marriage and sex

confused culture, we’re missing the voice of leaders who speak with biblical and practical truth. In The Naked Truth

about Sex and Marriage, Dave and Ashley Willis provide exactly what couples need to help them grow in their

marriage and in sexual and emotional intimacy. They don’t shy away from the hard topics and will help many

couples with the Q&A format of this new book.” -Scott Kedersha, Director of Marriage Ministry, Watermark

Community Church, ScottKedersha.com “Sex is natural. Sex is fun. Sex is best when its one on one. George Michael

said that and in this new book Dave and Ashley say a lot more then just that. No clue why this topic is off limits in

most churches and most churches. Dive into this book to experience you best sex life now.” -Craig Gross Founder of

XXXchurch.com and BestSexLifeNow.com.
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